
It is our great pleasure to be able to 
invite you to visit Sisters Academy - The 
Takeover on April 17th 2020 when we open 
the doors and show you what happens when 
a performance-art group takes over the 
leadership of a youth school. 

From April 14th to April 24th, the  
performance-group Sisters Hope will  
focus on and explore more sensuous modes 
of learning, being and being together 
with the teachers, staff and students  
at AFUK. 

Please announce your visit by writing 
nana@sistershope.dk, and in return you 
will be invited for a specific time where 
you will be given a guided tour of the 
school. 

Sisters Academy is a nordic project ini-
tiated in 2014- which is equally rooted 
in performance-art, research, pedagogy 
and activism. It aims at proactively  
manifesting a more sensuous and poetic 
educational system.

For further reading on Sisters Academy 
please visit: www.sistersacademy.dk

For more information about AFUK please 
visit: www.afuk.dk

Kind regards,

AnneSophie Bergmann Steen, Principal, 
AFUK

Gry Worre Hallberg, Artistic Director, 
Sisters Hope

SISTERS ACADEMY - THE TAKEOVER
OPEN HOUSE INVITATION

April 17th 2017 10.00 AM - 15.00 PM

SISTERS ACADEMY 
at Akademiet for utæmmet kreativitet (AFUK)

 Enghavevej 82B, 2450 København SV
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SISTERS HOPE (DK)
Sisters Hope is a Copenhagen-based  
performance-group and movement with an 
associated international troupe of  
performers and creatives from various 
backgrounds. Sisters Hope operate in  
the intersection of performance art,  
research, activism and pedagogy. The draw 
on immersion and intervention when they 
manifest on the stages of everyday life 
and beyond aiming at democratizing and 
unfolding the aesthetic dimension.  
Especially focusing on educational  
contexts as in the on-going large-scale 
project Sisters Academy. Sisters Hope was 
founded in 2007 by Gry Worre Hallberg and 
Anna Lawaetz and is currently led by Gry. 
  

www.sistershope.dk

AFUK - AKADEMIET FOR UTÆMMET  
KREATIVITET (DK)
AFUK is a community consisting of two 
schools, an FGU school and a folk high 
school, and four associations. AFUK is an 
untraditional learning environment that 
seeks to stimulate entrepreneurship,  
creativity and support new and alternative 
ideas. The school aims to inspire their 
students to challenge themselves both on 
a professional and personal level. 

www.afuk.dk

Sisters Academy #7 - The Takeover 
is a co-production between:

Supported by Statens Kunstfond and A. P. Møller Fonden
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